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What began with the Mariner 4 flyby of July 14, 1965, continues today with three of our probes in
orbit, two roving the surface, and partnerships with Europe and India on their orbital probes
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The number of outriders was reduced, microchips were added to all horses in order to track their
racing record and health, and a team of veterinarians was put on standby at the races.
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President Obama, speaking from the Oval Office, described Thursday's deadly shooting of four
Marines as a "heartbreaking circumstance," and said the FBI would take the lead in the investigation
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1609 - Greek finance ministry submits to parliament a bill,required under Monday's deal with lenders,
that Prime MinisterTsipras must get adopted by Wednesday night
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This cannot be a case of excellence versus location - what is required is greater public and private
investment in science so we can have both, " he told BBC News.
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Both men's earning paled in comparison to Clinton's
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The now frail Groening has admitted moral guilt but said it was up to the court to decide whether he
was legally guilty
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In addition to maintaining its current $7.99 version with ads, Hulu would make a second version
available for a price in the neighborhood of $12-14
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According to the Stirling prize judging panel, the scheme "may have been based on a wasteful
methodology but..
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The court disagreed with the nuns' argument that the requirement placed a "substantial burden" on
their free exercise of religion and was a violation of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993.
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"His condition is stable -- he is fine -- but he'll be in a neck brace."
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